Creative research and line walking: in-spirations
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Way faring and mind walking
Lines as cuts in the world: mobilising attention

http://www.tragewegen.be/nl/symposia/sprekers/item/2101-jan-masschelein-be-%7C-university-of-leuven
You’re walking. And you don’t always realize it
But you’re always falling
With each step, you fall forward slightly
And then catch yourself from falling
Over and over, you’re falling
And this is how you can be walking and falling
At the same time
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/gallery/2015/oct/01/philippe-petit-walk-between-twin-towers
Noticing, looking up, at-tending
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Novelist Ali Smith
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All across the country, the country was divided, a fence here, a wall there, a line drawn here, a line crossed there, a line you don’t cross here, a line you better not cross there, a line of beauty here, a line dance there, a line you don’t even know exists here, a line you can’t afford there, a whole new line of fire, line of battle, end of the line, here/there.
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